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A university 
that is unique

It is with great pleasure that I introduce Australian Catholic 
University’s (ACU) vision for a Blacktown CBD University 
Campus Partner.
ACU has developed and grown substantially over the last five 
to 10 years and our strategic positioning has now entered an 
exciting new phase. We have transitioned from a university 
striving towards ambitious targets to one that has achieved a 
strong market position and is now comprehensively embedding 
excellence. We are ambitious in achieving our goals and 
communicating our vision whilst at the same time clear about 
our Catholic identity and mission and what this offers the 
broader community.
In 2015, ACU first developed a strategic goal to explore options 
for a Western Sydney campus. We did not want to rush but to 
wait for the right opportunity. The Blacktown CBD Campus 
provides us an excellent opportunity to deliver on this goal and 
serve the community.
An ACU campus in Blacktown will stand at the cultural and 
geographical heart of the community. It will put the people first. 
We will strive to serve Blacktown’s diverse local student body by 
providing innovative, quality higher education courses as well as 
state-of-the-art physical spaces for study, recreation  
and reflection.
ACU will be a true partner to Blacktown schools, businesses 
and community groups by aligning our higher education and 
research programs to key partners such as the Blacktown 
and Mount Druitt Hospital, International Centre of Training 
Excellence, Blacktown City Council, and the Greater Blacktown 
Business Chamber. 
My greatest hope is that the inclusion of ACU into the Blacktown 
community will be an inspiration to the young people who come 
here. Guided by our mission – the pursuit of knowledge and 
respect for the dignity of the human person and the common 
good – ACU students at Blacktown will learn to look at the 
possibilities of furthering their own knowledge, respecting all, 
and giving back to their families and the community.

Professor Greg Craven AO, GCSG
Vice-Chancellor and President

ACU opened in 1991 
following the amalgamation 
of four Catholic tertiary 
institutions. These 
institutions had their origins 
in the mid-1800s, when 
religious orders and 
institutes became involved 
in preparing teachers for 
Catholic schools and, later, 
nurses for Catholic hospitals. 
ACU has been serving its 
communities since the mid-
19th century.
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We do this by fostering character traits of value 
to the whole human community: 

JUSTICE
We protect and advance the rights of each person 
so that the whole community can flourish.
COURAGE
We stand up and deliver a distinctive vision and 
add a bold sense of difference to the university 
sector. 
INTEGRITY
We strive for integrity in our university activities 
and relationships. We value integration and 
harmony— both within ourselves and with each 
other. 
WISDOM
As a university we are always seeking truth 
and wisdom, but as a Catholic university, we’re 
confident in the source of that truth and wisdom.

A university with 
character
While we share the essential 
characteristics of universities around the 
world – teaching, learning and research 
– it is our focus on people that makes us 
unique. We focus on service of human 
individuals and communities, and the 
central human questions of meaning, 
purpose and value.
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Mary MacKillop, ACU Melbourne

ACU Mission
Within the Catholic intellectual 
tradition and acting in Truth and 
Love, Australian Catholic University 
is committed to the pursuit of 
knowledge, the dignity of the human 
person and the common good.
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WE SEE THE WHOLE PERSON
We’re an inclusive community where everyone is 
valued and encouraged to thrive to the full extent 
of their human and intellectual potential.

THE WORLD IS OUR CAMPUS
We’re a dynamic institution with a fast-growing 
national and international footprint. We strive 
to put our students and staff at the centre of a 
vibrant global network of scholars, partnerships 
and opportunities.

WE’RE DEEPLY ENGAGED WITH INDUSTRY 
AND SOCIETY
We’re closely integrated into our communities and 
industries, working with them to answer the big 
questions, as well as to create tangible results with 
true mutual value.

EDUCATION WITH A BIGGER PURPOSE
Our intellectual pursuits are inspired by a 
heartfelt ethical position: we stand up for people 
in need and causes that matter on our quest for a 
better common future for humanity.

Everything we do at ACU is underpinned by 
four core themes:A university making 

an impact through 
empathy
ACU is a publicly funded university. We 
pride ourselves on offering a welcoming 
environment for everyone – whatever 
their socio-cultural backgrounds, 
religious beliefs or aspirations.
At the same time, we are a university 
that asks deeper questions. We are the 
university for people who look beneath 
the surface, who reject superficial 
measures of success, and who want to 
pursue a lifelong journey of personal 
growth, social giving, and enquiry into 
what makes a life worth living.
In order to be agents of change in the 
world, we all need to see life through 
the eyes of others. It’s our role to 
inspire and equip our students to 
make a difference – and that means 
cultivating their ability to act and think 
empathetically.
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IN AUSTRALIA

A growing 
reputation

We’re young, but we are making our 
mark. And there is more to come.

IN THE WORLD

Top 3%
UNIVERSITIES
Times Higher Education World University 
Rankings 2018/2019*

Top 50
GENERATION Y UNIVERSITIES
Times Higher Education Young University 
Rankings 2018

Top 100
SPORT SCIENCE
(#26 ARWU 2018)

NURSING
(#41 ARWU 2018)

EDUCATION
(Top 75 ARWU 2018)

Top 10
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITIES
Times Higher Education World University 
Rankings, IFCU members 2018/2019

IN ASIA-PACIFIC

Top 80
UNIVERSITIES
Times Higher Education Asia-Pacific 
University Rankings 2019

*Percentage calculated as ACU’s world rank as a proportion of the total number of universities in the world: International Handbook of Universities 2018, Palgrave MacMillan.

Top 3
GRADUATE EMPLOYMENT
Overall employment rate, domestic 
undergraduate cohort, Graduate Outcomes 
Survey 2017

Top 10
OVERALL SATISFACTION
Student Experience Survey, undergraduate 
cohort 2017

Top 5
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AND 
LEARNER ENGAGEMENT
Student Experience Survey, undergraduate 
cohort 2017

Top 10
GRADUATE EMPLOYER 
SATISFACTION
Employer Satisfaction Survey, undergraduate 
cohort 2017

5 stars
FOR FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT, 
OVERALL EXPERIENCE, 
LEARNER ENGAGEMENT AND 
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Good Universities Guide 2019

LARGEST PROVIDER OF 
GRADUATE TEACHERS IN 
AUSTRALIA
Higher Education Statistics, Aus Gov, DET, 
Teacher Education 2016

No. 1

LARGEST PROVIDER OF 
GRADUATE NURSES IN 
AUSTRALIA
Higher Education Statistics, Aus Gov, DET, 
Nursing 2016

No. 1
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A growing 
university
ACU is one of the fastest growing universities in 
Australia, and has experienced the biggest increase 
of undergraduate students in the country – growing 
by nearly 100 per cent between 2009 and 2018. We 
have the knowledge and experience necessary to ensure 
successful growth.
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ACU 
at a glance

Undergraduate students

ACU hosts students 
from more than  
90 countries

Enrolments Enrolments by 
campus (headcount)

Postgraduate students

Top countries of origin
Nepal
China
India
Vietnam
USA

Canberra 1,154
North Sydney 5,864
Strathfield 5,162
Melbourne 11,216
Ballarat 1,023
Brisbane 6,728
Adelaide 28
Online 4,022
Total 35,197

Non-award students

International students

26,901

6,915

1,381

4,570

2018 operating 
revenue

Research

is rated at or above 
world standard*

Approx. 
$550 million

Academic

Staff numbers

Professional

847

1,246

94% of ACU 
research

* Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) 2015 
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Education
We’re bringing together world-leading researchers 
and theorists to address critical education issues, 
influence policy and practice, and ultimately help 
others flourish and thrive.

Health
We’re addressing critical health issues by 
identifying and responding with innovative 
programs that deliver better health outcomes and 
transform lives.

Theology and philosophy
We’re examining the relationships that religion 
and philosophy have with cultural and intellectual 
contexts, and in doing so contributing to 
contemporary theological, philosophical, ethical 
and political debates.

Research 
with impact
ACU has successfully put into action a 
research intensification strategy. The 
work within our faculties and institutes 
tackles enduring and pressing issues 
in society, in Australia, and around the 
world. With the brightest talent, we’re 
answering the biggest questions.
Our researchers are guided by three 
priority research areas: education, 
health, and theology and philosophy.
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The staff  
experience
We know our number 
one asset is our people. 
It’s their character, 
enthusiasm, and 
commitment  that makes 
ACU a university like no 
other.
We believe in showing 
our genuine, ongoing 
appreciation for the 
great work of our staff, 
and we do it by offering 
excellent leave and 
employment conditions, 
and by fostering a work 
environment where staff 
can grow and develop.

Gender equality
In 2019, we received an Employer of Choice for Gender Equality 
(EOCGE) citation by the Workplace Gender Equality Agency for the 
seventh consecutive year. 

Some of our achievements include:
• Consistently high levels of women represented in leadership 

roles, which remains at 64%, and more than 50 per cent in senior 
leadership positions.

• Our governing body consists of 50% women, which is almost 
double the Australian average of 25.3 per cent.

• Our flexible working provisions are taken up by a large number  
of staff.

• The number of women and men accessing primary carer’s 
parental leave of up to 12 months has increased by 13 per cent in 
the past 12 months.

Supporting parents
ACU has one of the most generous paid parental leave schemes in 
Australia. Our parental leave provisions support both birth parents 
and their partners, and also provide support for adoptive and foster 
parents. Birth parents can access up to 12 weeks’ leave at full pay – as 
well as up to 40 weeks’ paid leave at 60 per cent of their normal pay. 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait  
Islander Peoples
At ACU, our proactive strategies and recruitment practices seek 
to increase employment at all levels of the University. We support 
prospective Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander employment by 
encouraging both mainstream and targeted employment. 

Community service
ACU encourages and supports staff  participation in local 
community activities. This is done through  annual community 
engagement days, where staff work alongside community 
organisations on projects that have meaning and relevance to them, 
and policies which encourage and support paid leave for ongoing 
participation in community activities.
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Top left to bottom right: Adelaide Campus, Ballarat Campus, Brisbane Campus, Canberra Campus

Our 
neighbourhoods
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Top left to bottom right: Melbourne Campus, North Sydney Campus, Rome Campus, Strathfield Campus

ACU is a national Australian university, 
with campuses in Sydney, Melbourne, 
Ballarat, Brisbane, Canberra and 
Adelaide — and a campus in Rome. 
Each one is unique, but they’re all 
dynamic, inviting and inspiring places 
to learn.

In each of our neighbourhoods, we are actively 
and successfully embedded into the local 
community. Our staff and students participate 
in a range of community engagement initiatives, 
our health clinics are open to the public, and 
our students undertake workplace training and 
internships with local businesses, hospitals, 
schools, and sporting organisations.
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Our newest developments 
include:
HEALTH SCIENCES PRECINCT – BRISBANE
Completed in 2018, there’s a new paramedicine 
training area, dry anatomy laboratories, chemistry 
laboratories and simulation wards. 

ST JOHN PAUL II BUILDING – BRISBANE 
This development received one of the nation’s 
highest building accolades, a Master Builders 
Australia award for excellence in building and 
construction. Architecturally designed to enhance 
the existing heritage of the campus, the space 
features learning and teaching facilities, health 
science labs, a café, and student centre.

MERCY BUILDING – BRISBANE
Featuring a new functions centre, and multiple 
floors of state-of-the art learning and teaching 
spaces.

Facilities 
for the future
Our campuses are more than a place 
for education – they are a space for 
innovation, community-building and 
social interaction.
Modern, purpose-built facilities 
help our staff and students achieve 
educational and professional excellence; 
while thoughtful, architectural design 
ensures our campuses remain beautiful, 
spacious and sustainable environments.
ACU will use this experience in 
developing the Blacktown interim and 
permanent campus facilities. 

Left to right– Veritas Building – Canberra Campus, Raheen Library – Melbourne Campus
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ACU HEALTH CLINICS – BRISBANE, NORTH 
SYDNEY, STRATHFIELD, MELBOURNE
Our health clinics are modern, spacious facilities 
designed specifically for the delivery of health 
services in a clinical teaching environment. We 
provide a best-practice environment for staff, 
students and the public to receive high quality 
care across a range of health fields.

VERITAS BUILDING – CANBERRA
Completed in 2018, the new heart of the Canberra 
Campus includes student commons, a new library 
and large lecture theatre, student centre, and 
multi-purpose function space.

RAHEEN LIBRARY – MELBOURNE
An award-winning design that created a focused, 
collaborative and attractive space for learning. 
The library features student study areas, a multi-
media production room, law collection library, 
and an extensive printed and digital collection.

ST. TERESA OF KOLKATA BUILDING – 
MELBOURNE
Expected to be completed by 2022, Melbourne’s 
newest development will see a ground level carpark 
transformed into a 12-storey and 20,000sqm 
teaching, learning and research space.

Left to right– St John Paul II Building – Brisbane Campus, Mercy Building – Brisbane Campus
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Our place 
in the world

International students
We have more than 4,500 international students 
currently enrolled in our programs. They come 
from more than 90 countries, including Nepal, 
China, India, South Korea, the Philippines, the 
United States and France.

Study abroad
1 in 4 of our Australian bachelor degree 
students gain international experience during 
their studies.
Students can join a study tour, complete an 
internship, do a semester or short exchange, 
participate in community engagement, or take our 
unique international Core Curriculum program. 
Learning abroad programs can be as short as two 
weeks or as long as a year.

Partnerships
Our relationships with more than 200 
universities and educational institutions 
around the world support education abroad, 
staff mobility, collaborative research, 
articulation and shared community 
engagement activities.

Key partnerships include:
• Ghent University, Belgium
• Pontifical Catholic University of Chile
• Tongji University, China
• Catholic University of Eichstätt Ingolstadt, 

Germany
• Binus University, Indonesia
• Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Italy
• Nagoya University of Foreign Studies, Japan
• Radboud University, The Netherlands
• Ateneo de Manila University, The Philippines
• Catholic University of Lisbon, Portugal
• Fu Jen Catholic University, Taiwan
• Leeds Trinity University, UK
• Fairfield University, USA
• St John’s University, USA
• University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA
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Mission 
in action
Our Mission is unique. Drawing on 
ideas that have stood the test of time 
and united cultures worldwide, we 
prioritise human beings and their 
fundamental needs. 
We uphold the rights of peoples of all 
faith, justice between individuals and 
communities, opportunity for all to 
realise their gifts and talents and the 
potential of the young to make our 
world a better place. 
Adopting the resources of the Catholic 
Intellectual Tradition, we passionately 
believe we are here to make a real 
difference through action, and that 
action must preserve human dignity 
and social harmony. 
Our Mission fuels our commitment to 
the possibilities latent within people 
and inspires us to achieve tangible good 
in all the ACU communities around 
Australia.

ACU Engagement
ACU Engagement is committed to ensuring 
that all our students and staff have the 
opportunity to make a contribution to their 
community that is realistic and meaningful to 
them, and that meets community needs in a 
way that is valuable and respectful.

At ACU, community engagement is about building 
connections, acting with humility, developing 
understanding, affirming dignity, and pursuing 
justice. We work with and listen to communities 
to forge long-term relationships and develop 
meaningful solutions to complex problems.

We also collaborate with faculties and institutes 
to encourage, facilitate and promote research 
engagement and impact.

Sustainable approaches
Environmental sustainability is a key part of 
our Mission. We’ve made significant gains to 
our energy consumption and are now one of 
Australia’s most energy efficient universities. We 
have one of the sector’s lowest set of greenhouse 
gas emissions and have more than tripled our rate 
of recycling since 2011. 

The sustainable designs of our major 
building developments have been key to these 
improvements. Our benchmark for new buildings 
is to build to the equivalent of 5-green star ratings.

In 2017 we became the first Australian 
organisation and the first university in the 
world to issue a sustainability bond, attracting 
$200 million from investors.  We’ll spend the 
funds on projects that deliver positive social 
and environmental outcomes over the next 10 
years, including teaching and research areas in 
education and healthcare.

“I feel so blessed to be studying at ACU. 
Sometimes I think it is just a dream. I have 
been overwhelmed with offers of support 
and assistance from the university. Eight 
years ago I couldn’t even speak English, so 
the offers of help have been wonderful.”
Lay Lay Moo, student
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ACU is well placed to align with the 
vision put forward by Blacktown City 
Council, and become part of the local 
community. We’re one of the fastest 
growing universities in Australia, with 
campuses around the country and 
overseas. We have an excellent reputation 
for learning and teaching, and a growing 
research footprint.
As a university, we’re committed to 
making an impact – working closely with 
our communities, and standing up for 
people in need and causes that matter.

Our 
vision for  
Blacktown 
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The Blacktown 
campus

An ACU campus in Blacktown will 
become a significant part of the cultural 
heart of the community. It will put 
the people first. We want to serve 
Blacktown’s diverse local student body 
by providing innovative, quality higher 
education courses as well as a state-of-
the-art campus for study, recreation 
and reflection.
ACU plans to establish four university 
faculties by 2021, ACU College (diploma 
and certificate programs) by 2020, and 
Executive Education (short courses) by 
2020. We plan to partner with Council 
to establish the ACU Blacktown 
CBD Campus, and develop design 
options for a co-location with BCC 
in Warrick Lane. ACU will partner 
with Blacktown LGA business and 
community to align higher education 
and research programs that enable the 
community to flourish.
ACU has a strong track record of 
establishing and growing campuses, 
expanding course offerings, and 
providing quality higher education 
experiences and research outcomes. 
ACU looks forward to the opportunity 
in the Blacktown CBD.

Students from 
Blacktown LGA 
currently enrolled 
at ACU’s Sydney 
campuses:

17%

Staff from 
Blacktown LGA 
currently working 
at ACU’s Sydney 
campuses:

5%
Engaging with the Blacktown 
community
• Flexible, multi-purpose teaching and learning 

spaces, open to the community
• Research opportunities for local projects
• Active partnerships with local providers
• Engagement in the local community
• Introduction and support of interfaith-based 

roundtable events
• A new scholarship program, tailored to  

local needs
• Support of local industry by using Blacktown 

suppliers and services where possible
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The student  
experience
ACU offers a wide range of exceptional 
undergraduate, postgraduate and 
research courses. Many of these are 
accredited by peak professional bodies 
and designed in collaboration with 
industry experts.
Undergraduate and postgraduate 
study programs are offered across four 
faculties:
Faculty of Education and Arts
Faculty of Health Sciences
Faculty of Law and Business
Faculty of Theology and Philosophy
and in a range of areas, including:

• Arts and humanities
• Business
• Creative arts and communications
• Health sciences and allied health
• Information technology
• International studies
• Law
• Management
• Nursing and midwifery
• Paramedicine
• Philosophy
• Physiotherapy
• Psychology 
• Science
• Social work
• Sport and exercise science
• Teaching and professional education
• Theology

The Core Curriculum
Our Core Curriculum is a key part of 
every student’s ACU education – giving 
students time to reflect on ways they 
can change the world by applying 
principles embedded in Catholic Social 
Thought.

Core principles include the common good, dignity 
of the human person, solidarity with others, and 
stewardship of the earth. The Core is unique to 
ACU. It challenges our students to see the world 
from different perspectives and engage with 
the world in meaningful and transformative 
ways. Students can elect to undertake the Core 
in Australia or in multiple offshore locations 
including Rome.

“During the two-week intensive in Rome we had the opportunity 
to engage with disadvantaged people within the local community. 
Because we were able to engage personally, it allowed us to make 
a better connection with, and form a greater understanding of 
the class work and assignments.”
Brandon, International Core Curriculum, Rome 
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ACU College
ACU College offers certificate and diploma level 
programs that can allow students to transition 
to the second year of an approved ACU degree 
or exit with a VET qualification depending on 
their needs. With extensive partnerships with 
leading education, health and community services 
organisations, ACU College provides students 
with professional experience placements to 
enhance their experience.

Community engagement
At ACU we’re all about making an impact. We 
offer a range of community engagement and 
volunteering opportunities, both in Australia and 
overseas.

Executive Education
Executive Education is the leadership and 
professional development centre at ACU. The 
team creates customised leadership development 
programs for a wide range of organisations in 
the health, education, sporting, government and 
corporate sectors and offer specialist short courses 
and award programs.

Work integrated learning
Work integrated learning (WIL) activities give our 
students the opportunity to enrich their classroom 
learning with real experience.

Thousands of ACU students undertake WIL 
placements and internships every year, with 
many securing employment directly after. 
Students also have the opportunity to participate 
in international internships, thanks to our 
relationship with more than 200 universities and 
education institutions around the world.

Indigenous participation
Each ACU campus has its own hub for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students. 
The Indigenous Higher Education Units are 
welcoming, culturally safe and supportive places. 
Students can make friends and get information, 
advice and support on a wide range of academic, 
cultural and personal matters. ACU also offers an 
Away from Base program that allows Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander students to live, work 
and study in their own community.
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Chapel and 
multi-faith 
prayer room, 
open to the 
community

Blacktown-based staff 
including a Campus 
Dean, academic and 
professional staff

Full suite of support 
services for students 
including library, 
academic skills, 
counselling, careers 
advice and advocacy

Courses from ACU’s 
four faculties in 2021 
Health Sciences, 
Education and Arts, 
Law and Business, and 
Theology and Philosophy

Clubs and societies, sports, 
student association, and 
community engagement 
opportunities

An initial 1,000 students, 
growing to 3,000 within 
5 years

2020: an interim 
campus

Undergraduate, 
postgraduate and 
Executive Education 
programs

Launch of ACU 
College NSW in 
Blacktown in 2020 
offering certificates 
and diplomas 
articulating into 
bachelor degrees

Onsite AskACU 
student centre 
providing student 
and course 
information 
from 2019

2024: purpose-
built state-of-the-
art campus
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Timeline 
2019 – AskACU Centre opens
2020 – ACU College and Executive Education commence
2021 – ACU undergraduate and postgraduate programs commence*

Proposed interim campus 
22 Main Street, Blacktown

Campus 
plans

*Subject to new Commonwealth Supported Places.
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Permanent campus 
Warrick Lane, Main Street Precinct, Blacktown
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Disclaimer (February 2019): Information 
correct at time of printing. The University 
reserves the right to amend, cancel or 
otherwise modify the content without notice.


